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§ 1. Introduction. 

In a previous paper KUIPERS anel the aut.hor of this paper [I] 
introduceel the notion of a (moel. 1) continuously- (or C-)uniformly 
distributed function f(t) of one variabIe t. This notion is an analogue 
of that of a (moel. 1) discretely- (or D -) uniformly elistributed sequence 
of numbers f(n) (n = I, 2, ... ). 

In the present paper I shall give an extension of the theory in [1], 
by considering instead of a function f(t) of one variabIe now a function 
f(tI' ... , t,,) of the variables tI' ... , fil' For the D-case we recall the 
definition of D-uniform distribution (moel 1) of a system of m functions 
each depending on n variables given by WEIJL [2] and VAY DER 
CORPUT [3]. We mention th is definition [4] . 

D-Definition. Let mand n be given ]Jositive integers, and let F be 
a sequence of n-dimensional intervals 

Q: a'ft < x,t < bit (alt and bit integer, fl = 1, ... , n), 

where the number N = N(Q) of lattice-points (x) = (Xl> ••• , X Il ) of Q 
tends to infinity if Q runs through the sequence F. In each lattice-point 
of Q a system of 1IL real functions f,,(x) = f,,(xv .•. ,xn ) (v = 1, ... , m) 
is defined. This system of functions f v is said to be D-uniformly distributed 
(mod 1) in the intervals Q of F, if for each system of m numbers YI' ... , 
Y11I with 0 < I'v < 1 the number NI = N'(Q) = N'(Q, YI"'" Yn.) ol 
lattice-]Joints (x) ol Q with 

0::;; Iv < Yv (mod 1) (v= 1, ... , m) 

satislies the relation: 
. N'(Q) 

hm N (Q)- = YI Y2" • Ym' 

il Q runs through the sequence F. 

VAN DER CORPUT [3] proved the following theorem on uniform 
distribution. 

D-test. It is necessary and sufficient lor the D-uniform distribution 
(mod 1) of the system of lunct'ions Iv(xv ... , xn ) (v = 1, .• " m) thaf, 
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lor any la,ttice-point (hl>"" hm) *- (0, ... , 0) this system satislies the 
relation: 

lim __ 1_ L e21lqhd,(x)+ ... +hm fm(x)} = 0, 
N (Q) (x) InQ 

il Q runs through the sequence F. 
In § 2 I shall give an analogous definition and an analogous theorem 

for the case of C-uniform distribution (mod 1). In §§ 3 and 4 I shall 
apply this C-test in the special case of one function of n variables. § 3 
deals with a class of functions which are not C-uniformly distributed. 
The functions considered in § 4 are shown to be C-uniformly distributed. 
§ 5 gives some examples. 

§ 2. C-delinition and C-test. 

An n-dimensional extension of the definition of C-uniform distribution 
may be formulated as follows. 

C-Definition. Let m and n be given positive integers and let F be 
a sequence ol n-dimensional intervals 

(fl= 1, ... , n), 

where the meaS1tre ol Q tends f,o inlinity, if Q runs ihrough F. For all 
points (t) = (tl> ... , in) ol all Q a system ol n real measurable lunetions 
I.(t l , ... ,tn) (11 = 1, ... , m) is delined. 

Let Yl>"" Ym be m numbers with ° < Y. < 1 (11 = 1, ... , m). We 
denote by 

0. (0, Y., I. (tI' ... , tn)) 

the lollowing characteristic lunetions : 

(11 = 1, ... , m) 

O. = 1 lor ° < I. (tI' ... , tn) < Y. (mod 1), 

0. = ° elsewhere. 

The measure ol the set ol points (tl' ... , tn) in Q satislying: 

° <I.(tl , ... tn) < Y. (mod 1) (11= 1, ... , m) 

is the Lebesgue-integral: 

N ow we deline: 
The system ol lunetions I.(tl> ... , tn) is said to be C-unilormly distributed 

(mod 1) in the intervals Q ol F, il for any system ol lixed Y. the system I. 
satislies: 

. I(Q) 
hm (T1-S1) ... (Tn-Sn) = YI ... Ym, 

il Q runs through F. 
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Analogous to the D-test we have now: 

C-test. It is necessary and sutticient lor the C-unilorm distribution 
(mod 1) ol the system ol lunctions 1.(tI, ... , t,,) (v = 1, ... , m) in the 
intervals Q ol F that, lor any lattice-point (hl' . .. , hm ) -=F (0, ... , 0) the 
system I. satislies the relation: 

1 T, T" 
lim I ... I e!!Jri {",!,(tI + .. . +"m Im(tlJ dti ... dt" = 0, 

(T1-S1) .. ·(T,,--S,,) 8, 8" 

il Q runs through F. 

Remark. The proof of this test is quite analogous to that of the 
D-test given by VAN DER CORPUT [3J- For the case of one function with 
one variabIe, and a system of n functions of one variabIe KUIPERS gave 
the C-proof in his dissertation [5]. 

§ 3. Functions which are not C-unilormly distributed. 

Theorem 1. Let F be a sequence ol intervals 

Q: 0:::;: SI" < ti' < TI' (ft = 1, ... , n), 

where the measure ol Q and T"-S,, tend to inlinity, il Q runs through F. 
Let I(tl> ... , tn) be a lunction, delined lor all (t) = (tl' ... , til) ol all Q, 
and let I(t) possess lor these points (t) lirst 11artial derivatives witk respect 
to eack variable. Furthermore we suppose thal I(t) has the lollowing 
properties .-

(1°) *) I tn ~~ I < M lor all t = (tl' 0 0 ., tn) in all Q, where M is a 

fixed positive number. 

lim t ~t - 0 
I,. -+ 00 • <lt. -

(v = 1, _ . 0 , n) 

unilormly in (tl' ... , t"_I)' 
Then l(tl> ... , til) is not C-unilonnly distributed (mod 1) in the intervals 

Q ol F. 

Proof. Putting 

PI = (Tl-SI) - .. (TI-SI), 

we have for each fixed integer h -=F 0: 

_ 2 oh TIn t <l! (tI"" ,tn) e!!Jrih/U" .... I"i dt } dt dt 
:n;~ n <lt nl' •. n-l' 

Sn n 

*) Note added while correcting proo!sheets.-
This 8ssumption (1°) ean be omitted without considerable alternation in the proof. 

21 
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From assumption (2°) it follows that, given a positive number e, 
there exists a Tt: such that for t,,~ T"o = T,,(e) (independent of 
~, •.. , t"_I): 

( 1) I 
t ~I (tl" "'4,) I < _E_ 

"~tn 4 Jl I hl ' 

Hence, if Tno> Sn> and S n is bounded: 

T, T" 

1

2Jlh f ft ~/(tl,···,tn) 2nih/ltlo .... !) dt dl I P n • • • " ~tn e nl' •• 'n 

(2) 

8, 8" 

+ T"-T,,o !...
T,,-Sn 2 

< h l h I (TnO -Sn) M + 
T,,-8n 

(by assumption (10) and (I)), and so it is obvious that (2) tends to zero, 
if T ,,-Sn -+ 00. 

If S" is not bounded, then for S" large enough the expression (2) is 
< e/2, so that also in this case (2) tends to zero if Tn - S" -+ 00. 

Now we consider 

1 T, Tn- 1 - I I {T e2nih/ltlo····!,,-I·Tn)_S e2nih/lt ...... ln-l.8n)} dt dt = P . . ." nl' • . n-l 
n 8, 8,,-1 

T, Tn- 1 ( 
_ ~ I ... I '(T,,-Sn) e2nih/lllo····!,,-I· Tn) + Sn {e2nih/ltlo .. .. tn_l.Tn) + 
- P" 8,8n- 1 ( 

_e2nih/ltlo ... . !,._1.8n)}~ dt l •.• dt"_1 = 

1 T, T"-1 
= -- I I e2nih/ltlo .... ln_l·Tn) dt dl + 1 P ... l' .. n-l tI' 

,,-1 8, 8 n- 1 

If S" is bounded, then 

11nl <T
2Sn

S ' and so 1,,-+0 ifT,,-S,,-+oo. 
,,- n 

If S" is not bounded, then, using the inequality: 

we have: 
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(where Sn < ~ < T,J 

~~_.L!:J_ fT' Tfn- It I Cl/ (tl,···,tn-h~) I dt dt < p . . . S" Clt l' •• ,,-I' 
n-l::;1 SU-l " 

From assumption (2°) it follows that this expression tends to zero, 
if Tn - Sn -+ <Xl, hen ce In -+ ° also in this case. 

Now we apply the same argument to the integrals: 

1 7" T,,-1 -- f f e~;ri"f(' .. · · ·.t,,_I·T'II) dt dt p ... 1'" ,,-I' 
'''-1 Ij, 8.,.-1 

1 T, 1',.-2 --- f f eZ1lih.flt .... .. '''_2·7'1l_ I·T,,) dt dt p .. , l' .. ,,-2' 
n-2 SI Sn-2: 

and so on, so that I can be reduced to the expression 

apart from a finite sum of terms, of which each tends to zero, if Q runs 
through F. Hence, by the C-test the function l(tt, ... , tIl) is not uniformly 
distributed (mod 1). 

§ 4. C-distributed lunctions. 

Theorem 2. Let F be a sequence ol intervals 

Q: ° < S,. < tI' < T,. (fl·= 1, ... , n), 

where the measure ol Q and T n - 8" tend to inlinity il Q runs through F. 
Let I(t) = l(t1 , ••• , tn) be a lunetion defined 101' all (t) = (tl' ..• , tn) ol 
all Q, and let I(t) possess a lJartial derivative with respect to til with the 
properties : 

... Cl! is monotonically non-decreasing in tIl lor each lixed (tl' ... , t,,-I); 
ut" 

;/ > ;. > ° lo·r ;. lixed, independent ol tI' ... ,tn-l' Then l(tv ... , tn) 
ut" 

is C-unilormly distributed (mod 1) in the intervals Q ol F. 

Proof. Putting P = (Tl - Sl) ... (T" - Sn) we have for every integer 
h*O: 
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where Sn < E < T n (by the mean-value-theorem). Hence by our 
assumptions : 

1 
(Tn-Sn) te I hl À' 

and this expression tends to zero if Tn - Sn -+ CXl. 80 I(tv ... , tn) is C
uniformly distributed (mod. 1). 

Theorem 3. Let F be a sequence ol intervals 

(f-t = 1, ... ,n), 

where the measure ol Q and T n - Sn tend to inlinity il Q runs through F. 
Let I(t) = I(tv .. . , tn) be a lunction, delined lor all (t) = (tv' .. , tn) 

ol all Q, and let I(t) possess a partial derivative with respect to til witk 
the properties : 

:L < 0, monotonically non-increasing, and continuo us in tn> unilormly 

in tl> ... , tn- 1 ; 

(T -S ) (jf (t1, · .. ,tn-lt T n) '1 l . t t '1 T S 
n n (jt

n 
-+ CXl, un~ orm y ~n 1' · ··· "-1' ~ n - n -+ CXl. 

Then 1(t1' • .. , tn) is C-uniformly distributed (mod 1) in the intervals 
Q ol F. 

Proof. Putting P = (Tl - SI)'" (Tn - Sn) we have for every integer 
h*O: 

T, Tn 

I - ~ I I e2nih/(f' •...• fn) dt dt - p ... 1'" 11 

S, Sn 

(where Sn < El < T n)· 
Hence 

From our assumptions it follows that the last expression tends to 
zero if Tn - Sn -+ CXl, so that also I -+ 0. 80 I(~, ... , tn) is uniformly 
distributed (mod 1). 
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§ 5. Examples. 

In the present paragraph we consider the sequence F of intervals 

Q: 2 < tI' < T (.u= 1, ... , n) 

with T -+ CXl. 

It is easily seen that for the following functions I(t) = I(~, •.• , tn) 
the assumptions of Theorem 1 are satisfied, so that these functions are 
not C-uniformly distributed (mod 1) in the intervals Q of F: 

f(t) = 19 19 (tl' .. t,,); 

I(t) = 19l9 (tl + ... + t.n); 
p ;---;-:--- -;--

f(t) = Vlg (tl' .. tn) (p> 1); 
p=--.,-------- . 

f(t) = ~/Ig (tl + ... + til) (p> 1). 

From Theorem 2 it follows that the functions 

f(t) = tI ... tn , 

f(t) = tI + ... + t,,, 
I(t) = e" """, 
I(t) = e'l+" ' +'n 

are uniformly distributed (mod 1) in the intervals Q of F, and from 
Theorem 3 it follows that the functions 

p---

I(t) = Vtl ... tn (]1>1), 

p---

f(t) = Vt l + ... + t" (p> 1), 

f(t) = {lg (tl' .. t"W (p > 1), 

f(t) = {lg (tl + ... + t"W (p> 1) 

are C-uniformly distributed (mod 1) in the intervals Q of F. 

Bandung, Jan. 1950 University ol lndonesia 
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